Alpha Mineral Support Review
I put my Aunt who is now 94, and who went into a nursing home diagnosed with
Alzheimers in 2009, (it's now 2018), on colloidal mineral support when she went
into the home. With the exception of about a six month period when she was off
the minerals, the progression of her short term memory loss has been VERY
SLOW.
I believe it is due to the colloidal minerals. It was during that six month period
when she was off the minerals, that my Aunt started to become very moody, would
cry at the drop of a hat, and started to exhibit anger. These symptoms are all part
of the Alzheimers progression process. I buy the minerals in bulk, often a years
supply at a time, as the per bottle price and shipping costs are cheaper; so I don't
buy them very often. I had lost track of Tony Farmer, the president of the
company, and couldn't find the company. I wanted only minerals which came
from the TJ Clark mine. It's the minerals from the TJ Clark mine that have specific
very beneficial properties and which Alpha Health Support uses. As soon as I
relocated these minerals, I immediately put my Aunt back on them. The change in
her was DRAMATIC. Within two days, she was back to the person she was before
she stopped taking the minerals. The staff at her nursing home couldn't believe the
difference. They were amazed.
And while my Aunt's Alzheimers is still very slowly progressing, she has not
become what she was like when she stopped taking the minerals. She is now 94.
I believe they have helped to keep her alive.
Excellent products and a job well done Alpha Health Support!!! I SO VERY much
appreciate you.
Marcie B

